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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Heart Failure (HF) is one of the leading causes of death in the Western world1, despite medical 
advances that have been made. Different pathologies may underlie HF, induced by both acute 
events such as myocardial infarction2 and by chronic stimuli such as cardiac pressure 
overload3 or neurohormonal hyperactivity4. As such, the HF patient population is 
heterogeneous, while current therapies, such as β-blockers, are applied uniformly and may be 
influenced by phenotype heterogeneity, comorbidities and differences in the underlying 
cause.5,6 Therefore, the identification of novel therapeutic targets is essential to reduce HF 
clinical burden and mortality. The HF phenotype consists of several different facets. These 
include defective excitation-contraction coupling in cardiomyocytes, cardiac hypertrophy, 
arrhythmia and cardiac fibrosis. Moreover, HF is characterized by the constant interplay 
between the underlying insult, myocardial dysfunction, fibrotic response of (myo)fibroblasts 
and compensatory neurohormonal mechanisms. These are all, at least in part, subject to 
distinct regulation and are potential targets to be manipulated with novel therapies. The 
transcription factor Nur77 is an immediate-early gene involved in stress responses in various 
cell types and organ systems.7–9 Nur77 has an evident role in the inflammatory compartment 
of cardiovascular disease, where it protects against the development of atherosclerosis.10–13 
However, its functional role in downstream cardiac remodeling and HF in the absence of 
inflammation is largely unknown. The aim of this thesis is to provide novel insight to the 
functional role of Nur77 in cardiomyocytes, cardiac fibroblasts and neurohormonal regulation 
mechanisms during adverse cardiac remodeling. The main findings of the studies presented 
in this thesis are: 

1. Nur77 is instantaneous and transiently expressed in cardiomyocytes, cardiac 
fibroblasts and adrenal chromaffin cells in response to β-adrenergic stimulation. 

2. Nur77 is a key modulator of cardiomyocyte [Ca2+]i homeostasis and cardiomyocytes 
from Nur77-KO mice exhibit elevated diastolic [Ca2+]i and enhanced calcineurin 
activity. 

3. Global Nur77 deficiency in mice leads to differential cardiac remodeling outcomes 
based on the type of cardiac insult, i.e. β-adrenergic overstimulation or cardiac 
pressure overload. 

4. Nur77 regulates cardiomyocyte [Ca2+]i  and NPY receptor 1 signaling in a cell-type 
specific manner 

5. Nur77 represses NPY expression in adrenal chromaffin cells and thereby limits 
circulating and cardiac NPY levels and cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. 

6. Nur77 promotes myofibroblast differentiation in cardiac fibroblasts, while Nur77 in 
cardiomyocytes represses their ability to induce TGF-β-mediated myofibroblast 
differentiation. 

7. A widely-used mouse model of Nur77 deficiency still expresses a truncated variant 
encoding part of the amino-terminal domain of Nur77. These mice suffer from liver 
immune cell infiltrates and spleen abnormalities with age, which does not occur in a 
novel true Nur77-KO mouse model. 

8. Truncated Nur77 regulates bone marrow homeostasis via HIF-1α stabilization and 
activity. 
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These findings are summarized in Figure 1 as a proposed working model that integrates Nur77 
as a regulator of cardiac function and adverse cardiac remodeling. In this Chapter, the research 
presented in this thesis is placed in context of currently available literature and future 
perspectives are discussed. 

 

 

 

 

Ca2+ overload in Nur77-deficient cardiomyocytes  

In cardiomyocytes, Ca2+ is a central regulator of excitation-contraction coupling, 
electrophysiological balance and signaling pathways.14,15 We have found pronounced diastolic 
[Ca2+]i elevation in cardiomyocytes from global- and cardiomyocyte-specific Nur77-KO mice 
(Chapters 3 & 4). Elevated diastolic [Ca2+]i is a hallmark of failing cardiomyocytes when it is 
associated with reduced sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ load, which may be caused by 
diminished SR Ca2+ sequestration due to impaired Serca expression or function. This leads to 
depressed Ca2+ transient amplitudes and ultimately impaired cardiomyocyte relaxation and 
contraction.16 While serca2a gene expression is downregulated in Nur77-KO mouse hearts 
(Chapter 3), we did not observe Ca2+ transient depressions during our measurements. 
Differences in transient decay times, which is a reflection of Ca2+ sequestration in diastole, 
were also not detected (Chapter 3 & 4). Furthermore, SR Ca2+ load is significantly higher in 
Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes than in WT mice (data not shown). Based on the prolonged action 
potentials and early afterdepolarizations in Nur77-KO mice (Chapter 3), which are both 

Figure 1. Proposed working model for the functional role of Nur77 in cardiac disease regulation. ISO: 
isoproterenol, NPY: neuropeptide Y, NPY1R: neuropeptide Y type 1 receptor, TGF-β: transforming growth  
factor β. 
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regulated by the L-type Ca2+ current (ICa,L)17,18, we hypothesized that the elevated  [Ca2+]i and 
SR Ca2+ load may arise from higher ICa,L. Indeed, ICa,L density is significantly increased in 
Nur77-KO mice (Figure 2A&B), without showing differences in activation or inactivation kinetics 
(Figure 2C). Together, these data indicate Ca2+ overload in all cardiomyocyte compartments 
in Nur77-KO mice, rather than a classical HF Ca2+ phenotype. Nevertheless, elevated [Ca2+]i 
may lower the threshold for activation of Ca2+-dependent hypertrophy pathways,19 which is in 
line with the enhanced calcineurin activity we found in Nur77-KO mouse hearts (Chapter 3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The increased ICa,l, density in Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes cannot be explained by differences in 
gene expression of the L-type Ca2+ channel (cacnb2), as we have shown in Chapter 3. 
Furthermore, protein expression of L-type Ca2+ channels was similar in WT and Nur77-KO 
mice. Expression of other classical Ca2+-handling genes that may influence Ica,L, including the 
Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (ncx),14 were neither changed in Nur77-KO hearts (Chapter 3). Therefore, 
we hypothesize that altered phosphorylation of L-type Ca2+ channels may underlie the 
enhanced ICa,l, density in Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes. Calmodulin kinase II (CamKII) is well 
known to phosphorylate L-type Ca2+ channels, which is associated with enhanced ICa,l  density, 
[Ca2+]i and SR Ca2+ overload and early afterdepolarizations (EADs).20–22 Interestingly,  CamKII 
potently mediates Ca2+-dependent Nur77 expression, via the transcription factor myocyte 
enhancer factor 2 (MEF2) in various cell types23–25 including cardiomyocytes26,27. 

Alternative RNA splicing is becoming recognized as a pathogenic mechanism in cardiac 
disease. The splicing factor RNA binding motif 20 (RBM20) has recently been identified as a 
muscle specific splicing factor.28 Patients harboring RBM20 mutations exhibit dilated 
cardiomyopathy and enhanced arrhythmia susceptibility.28–30 In rats, RBM20-deficiency leads 
to elevated cardiomyocyte [Ca2+]i.30 Furthermore, RBM20-deficient mice have recently been 
shown to exhibit alternatively-spliced CamKII-delta (camk2d), ryanodine receptor (ryr2) and L-
type Ca2+ channels (cacna1c) mRNA. Functionally, this led to elevated cardiomyocyte 
diastolic-and systolic [Ca2+]i, SR Ca2+ load and L-type Ca2+ current density.29 This phenotype 
strikingly resembles the Ca2+ phenotype in Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes, which prompted us to 
hypothesize a role for alternative splicing of Ca2+-handling genes in Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes.  
Interestingly, microarray analysis revealed a trend towards ~2-fold decreased RBM20 
expression in Nur77-deficient smooth muscle cells compared to WT (unpublished data from 

Figure 2. Nur77 deficiency increases L-type Ca2+ current (ICa,L) density. A. Representative curves for ICa,L in 
a WT and a Nur77-KO cardiomyocyte. B. Average current-voltage relationships of ICa,L. C. Voltage-dependence 
of ICa,L (in)activation. Data presented as mean+SEM, *<p=0.05. 
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our lab), implying Nur77 as a regulator of RBM20 expression. Therefore, we believe it is 
worthwhile assessing RBM20 expression and alternative splicing of Ca2+-handling genes in 
Nur77-deficient cardiomyocytes as a possible mechanism for the elevated [Ca2+]i phenotype.  

 

Anti-arrhythmogenic potential of Nur77 

Nur77-KO mice show a pro-arrhythmogenic phenotype because of the cardiomyocyte Ca2+ 
overload, enhanced L-type Ca2+ current, prolonged action potentials and EADs. Furthermore, 
in our in vivo chronic ISO infusion experiments, several Nur77-KO mice died early in the 
experiment, without exhibiting a clear structural cardiac pathology. As this may indicate that 
these mice suffered from an arrhythmia, we performed ECG recordings after an acute ISO 
challenge. In line with the abovementioned electrophysiological characteristics observed in 
Nur77-KO cardiomyocytes, Nur77-KO mice exhibit QTc time prolongation already at baseline 
compared to WT mice, which further lengthens after ISO challenge (Figure 3A). However, both 
WT and Nur77-KO mice had similar increases in heart rate after ISO, as shown by shortened 
R-R intervals on ECG (Figure 3B). Indeed, the correlation between QT time and heart rate 
after ISO challenge are inversely correlated in WT and Nur77-KO mice (Figure 3C). Since 
Nur77-KO mice increase their QT-time when heartrate increases, we hypothesize that Nur77 
may be a modifier gene for long QT syndrome (LQTS). LQTS is a cardiac electrophysiological 
disorder which is associated with the potentially deadly torsade des pointes arrhythmia.31 
Patients may already have prolonged QT intervals detectable on resting ECG, but in some 
patients LQTS may be detectable only after exercise or infusion with norepinephrine, which 
reveal inappropriate QT prolongation.31 So far, mutations in 16 different genes are known to 
cause a variant of LQTS32. However, approximately 20% of the patients meeting the clinical 
diagnostic criteria do not have detectable pathogenic variants of the currently known genes.33 
Furthermore, even in carriers of known mutations, disease severity is highly variable.34,35 
Therefore, we propose to further assess the functional role of Nur77 as a modifier gene in this 
context. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  QTc prolongation in Nur77-KO mice. Surface ECG recordings were obtained at baseline and after 
30 seconds ISO challenge. ISO (2mg/kg) was administered intraperitoneally. A&B: Data presented as 
mean+SEM and tested with one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction, *<p=0.05, **<p=0.01, ***<p=0.001. 
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Figure 3.  QTc prolongation in Nur77-KO mice. Surface ECG recordings were obtained at baseline and after 
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Enhanced sympathetic activity during HF increases the risk for ventricular arrhythmia.36 
Stimulation of β-adrenergic receptors by catecholamines enhances phosphorylation of 
proteins involved in excitation-contraction coupling including phospholamban and the L-type 
Ca2+ channels, leading to spontaneous SR Ca2+ release and enhanced L-type Ca2+ current 
density, respectively.4,36 However, neuropeptides may also mediate the arrhythmogenic 
potential of the sympathetic nervous system and recently, studies showing the pro-
arrhythmogenic actions of sympathetic co-transmitter NPY have been emerging. NPY-
deficient mice show reduced cardiomyocyte L-type Ca2+ current density compared to WT mice 
and accordingly have shorter action potentials.37 These results are in line with enhanced L-
type Ca2+ current density and action potential duration in Nur77-KO mice, where NPY levels 
are significantly elevated. NPY increases the incidence and severity of ventricular arrhythmias 
during ischemia-reperfusion injury in rat hearts.38 Furthermore, patients in the coronary care 
unit having elevated NPY levels exhibit more frequent and more severe ventricular 
arrhythmias.38 Ex vivo, NPY reduces the ventricular fibrillation threshold even in the presence 
of β-blockers, which is blocked by NPY1R antagonists.39 We obtained similar data in 
experiments in which the pro-hypertrophic effect of NPY in Nur77-KO serum remained the 
same even after treatment with the β-blocker Metoprolol (Chapter 3). Based on these reports, 
we hypothesized that the elevated cardiac and plasma NPY levels underlie the arrhythmogenic 
phenotype of Nur77-KO mice. However, we observed that upon chronic NPY1R antagonism 
by BIBO3304, the QTc time in Nur77-KO mice at both baseline and after acute ISO challenge 
was comparable to control treatment (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

These ECG measurements clearly illustrate that Nur77-KO mice exhibit an arrhythmogenic 
phenotype. However, inducing and assessing full-blown cardiac arrhythmia, such as atrial and 
ventricular fibrillation, in mice is challenging. Unfortunately, anesthesia influences heart rate 
and cardiac function, whereas performing ECG measurements in conscious mice requires 
extensive training.40 Continuous ECG recording in conscious mice is necessary to monitor 
arrhythmias and to determine if these underlie sudden death. Telemetry systems are available, 
but these are costly and come with surgically-related mortality and long recovery periods after 
implantation to stabilize heart rate.40 To overcome some of these issues, an in vivo Drosophila 
melanogaster model of cardiac fibrillation has recently been developed and characterized.41 In 

Figure 4.  NPY1R antagonism does not inhibit QTc prolongation in Nur77-KO mice. Mice were treated with 
NPY1R antagonist BIBO3304 (15μg/kg/day) for 1 week via subcutaneous minipump.  Surface ECG recordings 
were obtained at baseline and after 30 seconds ISO challenge. ISO (2mg/kg) was administered intraperitoneally. 
Data presented as mean+SEM and tested with one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction , *<p=0.05. 
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this model, transparent Drosophila pupae are tachypaced to induce cardiac fibrillation. Using 
light microscopy, contractility of the heart wall is measured, from which the strength of 
contraction, arrhythmic periods and arrhythmicity index are calculated. In collaboration with 
Prof. Brundel (Dept. of Physiology, VUmc), we have generated such a model to study Nur77 
in cardiac fibrillation. Nur77 is conserved in Drosophila where it is called DHR38.42 Using the 
UAS/GAL4 system43, DHR38 siRNA is expressed under control of the cardiac-specific Hand4-
GAL4 driver, resulting in cardiac-specific DHR38 knockdown. Experiments are now ongoing 
to study the in vivo arrhythmogenic effect of Nur77/DHR38 deficiency in tachypacing and 
chronic ISO administration. These experiments will enable us to validate whether sudden 
death in Nur77-KO mice upon chronic ISO stimulation (Chapter 2) was caused by arrhythmias.  

 

Nur77 in cardiac fibrosis 

Besides targeting cardiomyocytes to preserve cardiac contractility, the detection, prevention 
and regression of cardiac fibrosis are emerging as important targets in HF therapy.44 It has 
been reported that cardiac fibrosis remains present in HF patients, regardless of the alleviation 
of cardiac dysfunction by therapy with diuretics, ACE-inhibitors or β-blockers.45,46 Therefore it 
is of utmost importance to identify new those mechanisms contributing to cardiac fibrosis that 
are currently not targeted by available HF therapies. Nur77 may prove to be such a new target, 
as we have shown that Nur77 deficiency modulates cardiac fibrosis even before cardiac 
contractile function is greatly affected (Chapter 3). Both global and cardiomyocyte-specific 
Nur77 deficiency lead to larger areas of the left ventricle and septum being affected by fibrosis 
upon chronic β-adrenergic stimulation with ISO in mice (Chapter 3 & 4). Interestingly, fibrotic 
scar fiber density is diminished in Nur77-KO mice, probably due to the anti-fibrotic effect of 
Nur77 deficiency in cardiac fibroblasts (Chapter 5). Furthermore, we have shown that 
perivascular fibrosis upon cardiac pressure overload by TAC is diminished in Nur77-KO mice 
(Chapter 3).  

To further decipher the function of Nur77 in cardiac fibrosis, the diminished MyoFB phenotype 
in siNur77-CFs needs to be linked to the scar phenotype in ISO-stimulated Nur77-deficient 
mice. We observed that in both Nur77-KO mice and CM-KO mice the fibrotic area after chronic 
ISO stimulation was increased compared the size of this area in WT mice. Only Nur77-KO 
mice showed a decrease in scar fiber density, i.e. larger empty spaces were observed between 
collagen fibrils (Chapter 5). Together these observations indicate that not only (myo)fibroblasts 
are involved in scar size and quality, but also cardiomyocytes. The changed density of scar 
fibers in Nur77-KO hearts may indicate that the fibers are incorrectly cross-linked or aligned, 
since the formation of a dense, collagen-based scar is dependent on proper collagen alignment 
longitudinally in parallel to cardiomyocyte direction and on matrix cross-linking.47 These 
characteristics are important to distribute mechanical forces on the heart to preserve 
contractile function and to prevent rupture upon injury.48,49 Collagen is deposited in 
heterogeneous alignment patterns throughout the heart upon injury49 and this fiber 
misalignment after MI is associated with abnormally arranged MyoFBs. The latter may be 
caused by changed interaction between MyoFBs and the ECM via integrins.50 Integrins are 
transmembrane proteins consisting of α- and β subunits that are key mediators of ECM-
cytoskeleton interactions. In cardiac fibrosis integrins play an essential role by mediating CF 
differentiation, proliferation and migration.47,51,52 Furthermore, several integrins have been 
shown to activate latent TGF-β.53–55 Interestingly, Nur77 directly regulates expression of 
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ventricular fibrillation, in mice is challenging. Unfortunately, anesthesia influences heart rate 
and cardiac function, whereas performing ECG measurements in conscious mice requires 
extensive training.40 Continuous ECG recording in conscious mice is necessary to monitor 
arrhythmias and to determine if these underlie sudden death. Telemetry systems are available, 
but these are costly and come with surgically-related mortality and long recovery periods after 
implantation to stabilize heart rate.40 To overcome some of these issues, an in vivo Drosophila 
melanogaster model of cardiac fibrillation has recently been developed and characterized.41 In 

Figure 4.  NPY1R antagonism does not inhibit QTc prolongation in Nur77-KO mice. Mice were treated with 
NPY1R antagonist BIBO3304 (15μg/kg/day) for 1 week via subcutaneous minipump.  Surface ECG recordings 
were obtained at baseline and after 30 seconds ISO challenge. ISO (2mg/kg) was administered intraperitoneally. 
Data presented as mean+SEM and tested with one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction , *<p=0.05. 
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this model, transparent Drosophila pupae are tachypaced to induce cardiac fibrillation. Using 
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chronic ISO administration. These experiments will enable us to validate whether sudden 
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integrin β4 by enhancing its promoter activity in endothelial cells. Thereby Nur77 promotes EC 
migration leading to delayed skin wound closure in Nur77-KO mice.56 Furthermore, in colon-, 
pancreatic- and breast cancer cells, Nur77 promotes integrin β1 and β3 expression, 
phosphorylation of the effector protein focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and cell migration by 
operating in a complex comprising transcription factor SP1 and co-factor p300.57,58 Reduced 
β–integrin expression may explain why Nur77-silenced CFs migrate less than control cells 
(Chapter 5) and could provide a mechanism of myofibroblast behavior in the heart and explain 
the reduced scar fiber density, myocardial thinning and rupture in Nur77-KO mice. Further 
characterization of collagen alignment in Sirius Red-stained Nur77-KO hearts by polarization 
light microscopy, together with the assessment of integrin expression in siNur77-CFs and 
MyoFBs in Nur77-KO hearts, will substantiate this hypothesis.  

A significant proportion of sudden cardiac death in HF is caused by arrhythmias.59 Besides the 
aforementioned alterations in cardiomyocyte Ca2+ homeostasis, these acquired arrhythmias 
are promoted by fibrosis during cardiac remodeling. Not only the extent of fibrosis, but also the 
texture of fibrotic areas is suggested to play a role in arrhythmia susceptibility.60 Patchy fibrosis, 
a pattern in which larger stretches of heterogeneously-patterned collagen fibers and 
myocardial bundles intermingle, can cause large conduction delays since action potentials 
need to move in a zig-zag pattern between these different bundles.61 Therefore, areas of 
patchy fibrosis in the heart are thought to be more arrhythmogenic than areas with compact 
fibrosis.60 Nur77 may prove to be an important modulator of arrhythmia susceptibility during 
adverse cardiac remodeling by modulating the size and compactness of fibrotic patches. As 
we have shown in Chapter 5, Nur77 inhibits the pro-fibrotic response of cardiomyocytes, at 
least in part by repressing their ability to induce TGF-β-mediated myofibroblast differentiation 
in a paracrine manner. However, Nur77 in CFs promotes myofibroblast differentiation, 
proliferation, migration and collagen production (Chapter 5). We propose that Nur77 is a key 
regulator in balancing the fibrotic response of the different cell types in the heart. Further 
studies will be needed to assess the arrhythmogenic properties of the difference in fibrotic 
phenotype observed in global Nur77-KO mice (large and less compact) compared to that 
observed in cardiomyocyte-specific Nur77-KO mice (large, but compact), as well as the exact 
timing of Nur77 activity in different cell types in the heart.  

 

Nur77 and Hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1a) in cardiac remodeling and HF 

Aberrant expression of the transcription factor Hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) in bone 
marrow leads to increased spontaneous HSPC mobilization from the bone marrow into the 
circulation.62,63 Nur77 stabilizes HIF-1α protein through direct interaction via its amino-terminal 
domain.64 In Chapter 6, we show that a widely-used model of Nur77-KO mice still expresses 
part of the amino-terminal domain of Nur77 and that this truncated Nur77 protein can stabilize 
and activate HIF-1α. Consequently, these Nur77-KO mice express higher levels of both HIF-
1α and its target genes in the bone marrow and have higher numbers of Sca+cKit+ 

hematopoietic stem cells in spleen and bone marrow. Interestingly, this aberrant regulation of 
HIF-1α in Nur77-KO mice may have consequences for our understanding of the role of Nur77 
in the heart upon MI. Previously, it has been shown that HIF-1α knockdown in bone marrow 
hematopoietic stem cells results in diminished leukocyte recruitment to infarcted 
myocardium.65 This decreased recruitment was attributable to decreased CCR-2 expression 
in HIF-1α-silenced hematopoietic stem cells, and was associated with improved cardiac 
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function upon MI. These results are in line with the observation that transplantation of bone 
marrow from Nur77-KO mice results in enhanced monocyte recruitment to infarcted 
myocardium and enhanced differentiation toward inflammatory macrophages via heightened 
expression of CCR-2 receptors.11 Hence, this outcome may be explained by enhanced HIF-1α 
expression in Nur77-KO bone marrow due to aberrant regulation via truncated Nur77, rather 
than effects of Nur77 deficiency itself. Therefore, we propose that these results will be revisited 
by using bone marrow from our newly-developed CMV:cre-Nur77fl/fl mice, which do not exhibit 
elevated HIF-1α expression. 

Not only in the bone marrow, but in the heart as well, HIF-1α is a master regulator of oxygen 
supply, delivery and utilization.66 Partial HIF-1α deficiency has even be associated with human 
congenital heart defects.67 In pathological cardiac hypertrophy, cardiomyocyte growth exceeds 
the ability of the myocardial capillaries to adequately supply oxygen, leading to cardiac 
hypoxia.68 HIF-1α is upregulated in murine hypertrophic hearts induced by trans-aortic 
constriction (TAC).69,70 Conditional cardiomyocyte HIF-1α knockout- and heterozygous full-
body HIF-1α-deficient mice exhibit decreased cardiac VEGF expression and capillary density 
upon TAC, leading to heart failure by reduced nutrient and oxygen supply.71,72 Interestingly, it 
has been reported that cardiac HIF-1α expression is down-regulated upon ISO-induced 
hypertrophy69, but the functional consequences of this regulation have not been reported yet. 
It may prove worthwhile to assess whether cardiac HIF-1α expression is stabilized by the 
truncated Nur77 variant in Nur77-KO mice in a similar fashion as in their bone marrow. If so, 
this misbalance between genomic and non-genomic actions of Nur77 and HIF-1α in the heart 
could at least in part explain why Nur77-KO mice perform better than WT upon TAC (Chapter 
3). Given the importance of HIF-1α in the adaptation to cardiac hypertrophy and the fact that 
Nur77 stabilizes HIF-1α, it is appealing to study this pathway in the cardiomyocyte-specific 
Nur77-KO mice. Such studies will provide novel mechanistic insight into the role of Nur77 and 
HIF-1α in adverse cardiac remodeling and HF. 

 

Nur77 in the regulation of organ system cross-talk and cardiac function 

Nur77 exerts pleiotropic functions in different organ systems73, including the innate immune 
system74, central nervous system75, musculoskeletal system7 and cardiovascular system76,77. 
In this thesis, we have shown that even within the same organ, namely the heart, Nur77 may 
exert pleiotropic or even seemingly opposing actions on distinct cell types. For instance, in 
cardiomyocytes Nur77 inhibits the secretion of myofibroblast-promoting factors, while in CFs 
Nur77 promotes differentiation of these cells into myofibroblasts (Chapter 5). Furthermore, 
even within the same cell type, i.e. the cardiomyocyte, Nur77 may act differentially upon 
various stimuli. Angiotensin II (AngII)-induced hypertrophy in cardiomyocytes does not involve 
Nur7778,79, while Nur77 does inhibit ISO-induced hypertrophy in cardiomyocytes.78,80 One 
explanation for the pleiotropic functions of Nur77 is its interaction with a plethora of co-
regulatory proteins in different signaling pathways, of which over 80 have been identified so 
far81.  

Cross-talk between organ systems is essential for normal physiology of the body.82–84 In 
Chapter 4, we report that Nur77 is a key mediator of communication between the sympathetic 
nervous system and the heart by regulating NPY expression in adrenal glands and circulating 
NPY levels. These results prompt us to hypothesize about the extent to which systemic 
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functions of Nur77, i.e. cross-talk between different organ systems, contribute to reported 
Nur77 phenotypes. 

Interaction between NPY and other neurohormonal modulators could explain the dual roles 
attributed to Nur77 in cardiac remodeling outcome, i.e. the protective role of Nur77 in ISO-
induced cardiac remodeling85 versus the benefits of Nur77 deficiency in cardiac remodeling by 
AngII-induced pressure overload86 and TAC80. NPY potentiates β-adrenergic signaling not only 
in cardiomyocytes, but also in multiple other cell types such as pre-adipocytes87 and splenic 
cells88. However, no synergy between NPY and AngII has been found on hypertrophic 
signaling in cardiomyocytes.89 In fact, NPY decreases plasma renin during heart failure.90 
Thus, in Nur77-KO mice, elevated NPY may attenuate the detrimental effect of the renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone system on the heart. Interestingly, it has been reported that baseline 
blood pressure is comparable in WT and Nur77-KO mice, and that blood pressure increases 
to similar extent after AngII infusion.86,91 This is in line with our experiments showing that NPY 
constricts small mesenteric arteries, a model for the regulation of blood pressure by resistance 
arteries, from WT and  Nur77-KO mice to the same extent (Chapter 4). To delineate the relative 
contribution of Nur77 action in cardiomyocytes or plasma NPY to cardiac remodeling upon 
pressure overload, TAC and chronic AngII infusion should be performed in cardiomyocyte-
specific Nur77-deficient mice. 

Recently, Nur77 was reported to link the sympathetic nervous system and neuro-inflammation, 
by repressing expression of the catecholamine synthesis rate-limiting enzyme tyrosine 
hydroxylase (th) in macrophages92. This leads to increased blood levels of norepinephrine in 
challenged Nur77-KO mice. Novel data generated in our lab shows that th mRNA is also higher 
in Nur77-KO mouse adrenal glands, which are a main site of catecholamine synthesis4. 
Likewise, the expression of dbh and pnmt genes, which encode for  enzymes downstream in 
the catecholamine synthesis pathway, is enhanced in Nur77-KO adrenal glands (Figure 5). As 
such, it is conceivable that Nur77 may also modulate cardiac function by regulating 
catecholamine synthesis, since catecholamines are the classical mediators of sympathetic 
hyperactivity.4 This hypothesis requires additional research, and is challenged by the fact that 
accurate measurement of ‘stress-free’ blood catecholamines in mice is difficult due to their fast 
release and short half-life. Furthermore, we report in Chapter 4 that β-blockers do not inhibit 
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy induced by Nur77-KO serum to a higher extent than hypertrophy 
induced by WT serum, indicating that serum catecholamine levels are similar between WT and 
Nur77-KO mice. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Enhanced expression of catecholamine-synthesizing enzymes in Nur77-KO adrenal glands. 
Tyrosine hydroxylase (th) converts tyrosine to L-DOPA. Dopamine β hydroxylase (dbh) converts dopamine to 
norepinephrine. Phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (pnmt) converts norepinephrine to epinephrine.  Data 
presented as mean+SEM and tested with student’s t-test, *<p=0.05, **<p=0,01, ***<p=0.001. 
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Nur77 as a therapeutic target in adverse cardiac remodeling and HF? 

Cardiac function, as assessed by echocardiography, shows only limited changes in the mouse 
models that we used to study cardiac remodeling and HF (Chapter 3). We therefore believe 
that our studies highlight the function of Nur77 in earlier stages of cardiac remodeling, when 
intervention to prevent overt HF is still feasible. Nevertheless, the potential of Nur77 as a 
therapeutic target is challenged by various aspects. 

Protein structure analyses of Nur77 and the other two NR4A nuclear receptors revealed that 
the atypical ligand-binding domains of these transcription factors lack a traditional ligand-
binding pocket93–95 (Chapter 2). This observation makes the discovery of traditional ligands 
unlikely, but cannot be excluded. A proposed Nur77 agonist is 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP), the 
active metabolite of the immunosuppressive drug Azathioprine.96 Enhanced Nur77 
transcriptional activity is induced by 6-MP  most likely via recruitment of co-activator 
TRAP22096 and as such, 6-MP inhibits smooth muscle cell proliferation via Nur77.97 Of note, 
6-MP does not interact with Nur77 and is not specific for this protein, because 6-MP also binds 
and affects the activity of GTPase Rac1, which has various functions in all cells.98,99 Moreover, 
Azathioprine has been reported to induce atrial fibrillation and tachycardia in patients100–102, 
making it a poor drug choice to activate Nur77 in the context of HF.  

Cytosporone B (CsnB), a fungal metabolite, has been shown to physically interact with the 
ligand-binding domain of Nur77 and thus is identified as the first naturally-occurring Nur77 
ligand.103 Csn-B stimulates the transactivation activity of Nur77 of which the effects also include 
positive autoregulation. Also, recruitment of co-factors SRC-1 and SRC-2 is enhanced by 
CsnB.103 Recently, it has been shown that in skin fibroblasts, CsnB represses the expression 
of TGF-β-induced phospho-Nur77,104,105 a modification which is thought to render Nur77 
inactive.104–106 In the recent years, CsnB has been used as a Nur77 agonist in a plethora of 
studies. Some studies merely show that CsnB has effects opposite of those observed upon 
Nur77 deficiency, thus implying CsnB as a Nur77 agonist.105,107 However, several studies 
demonstrate that the effect of CsnB is dependent on the presence of Nur77. For instance, 
CsnB-induced elevation of blood glucose levels103, preservation of pulmonary function upon 
influenza infection108 and inhibition of TGF-β induced skin and lung fibrosis104 are observed in 
WT, but not in Nur77-KO mice. Interestingly, recently a report emerged describing that CsnB 
inhibits ISO-induced cardiac fibrosis in WT mice, but not in Nur77-KO mice,109 indicating 
cardiac therapeutic possibilities via Nur77 modulation.  

The diindolylmethane analog compounds p-hydroxy (DIM-C-pPhOH) and p-carbomethoxy 
(DIM-C-pPhCO2 Me) groups have been reported to act as antagonists of Nur77 by directly 
interacting with the ligand binding domain of Nur77.110 In a variety of cancer cell lines, DIM-C-
pPhOH and DIM-C-pPhCO2Me have been shown to decrease β1-integrin expression, FAK 
kinase phosphorylation and cell migration, thereby mimicking siRNA-mediated Nur77 
knockdown.57,58 Furthermore, these compounds did not affect integrin expression and 
migration in Nur77-silenced cancer cells57 indicating that the effects may be specific for Nur77. 
Whether these compounds modulate Nur77 activity in cardiomyocytes and cardiac fibroblasts 
is at present unknown. DIM-C-pPhOH is implied as a Nur77 antagonist in neonatal rat 
cardiomyocytes, where it decreases O-GlcNAcylation, while adenoviral Nur77 overexpression 
increases O-GlcNAcylation.26 However, is not clear whether DIM-C-pPhOH is effective in 
Nur77-deficient cardiomyocytes.  
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and affects the activity of GTPase Rac1, which has various functions in all cells.98,99 Moreover, 
Azathioprine has been reported to induce atrial fibrillation and tachycardia in patients100–102, 
making it a poor drug choice to activate Nur77 in the context of HF.  
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of TGF-β-induced phospho-Nur77,104,105 a modification which is thought to render Nur77 
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studies. Some studies merely show that CsnB has effects opposite of those observed upon 
Nur77 deficiency, thus implying CsnB as a Nur77 agonist.105,107 However, several studies 
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cardiac therapeutic possibilities via Nur77 modulation.  

The diindolylmethane analog compounds p-hydroxy (DIM-C-pPhOH) and p-carbomethoxy 
(DIM-C-pPhCO2 Me) groups have been reported to act as antagonists of Nur77 by directly 
interacting with the ligand binding domain of Nur77.110 In a variety of cancer cell lines, DIM-C-
pPhOH and DIM-C-pPhCO2Me have been shown to decrease β1-integrin expression, FAK 
kinase phosphorylation and cell migration, thereby mimicking siRNA-mediated Nur77 
knockdown.57,58 Furthermore, these compounds did not affect integrin expression and 
migration in Nur77-silenced cancer cells57 indicating that the effects may be specific for Nur77. 
Whether these compounds modulate Nur77 activity in cardiomyocytes and cardiac fibroblasts 
is at present unknown. DIM-C-pPhOH is implied as a Nur77 antagonist in neonatal rat 
cardiomyocytes, where it decreases O-GlcNAcylation, while adenoviral Nur77 overexpression 
increases O-GlcNAcylation.26 However, is not clear whether DIM-C-pPhOH is effective in 
Nur77-deficient cardiomyocytes.  
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Since the specificity for Nur77 of the abovementioned compound is still under debate, delivery 
of Nur77 DNA or siRNA to modulate Nur77 expression in target cells may be considered as 
an alternative therapeutic option. Recently, Nur77 plasmid DNA has successfully and 
efficiently been delivered to intervertebral discs of rats via injectable nanofibrous microspheres 
to treat intervertebral disc fibrosis.111  

The pleiotropic effect of Nur77 in different cell types and organs stresses the importance of 
site-specific compound delivery to avoid off-target results. Very recently, highly-specific 
myocardial drug delivery in mice has been achieved by inhalation of therapeutic peptide-
containing nanoparticles.112  Inhalation of nanoparticles was shown to be a more efficient 
method of myocardial-targeted drug delivery than orally- or intravenously-delivered 
nanoparticles, since oxygenated blood from the lungs flows to the heart directly via the 
pulmonary vein.112 However, in the case of Nur77, myocardial-targeted compound delivery 
may not be sufficiently specific. We have shown that Nur77 in cardiomyocytes inhibits 
hypertrophy by regulating intracellular Ca2+ and also that Nur77 inhibits cardiomyocyte-induced 
myofibroblast differentiation. However Nur77 in cardiac fibroblasts promotes myofibroblast 
differentiation (Chapter 5). These opposing effects in cardiomyocytes and cardiac fibroblasts 
stress the importance of Nur77-targeting compounds to not only reach the myocardium without 
off-target effects in other organs, but that within the myocardium, the drugs only must reach 
cardiomyocytes and not fibroblasts. Recently, nanocarriers conjugated to a cardiomyocyte-
specific homing peptide, have been used to deliver β-blocker Carvedilol specifically to 
hypertrophied cardiomyocytes in rats and were shown to regress AngII-induced 
hypertrophy.113 Such a delivery system may be attractive for cardiomyocyte-specific Nur77 
modulation in cardiac remodeling and HF. 

As mentioned before, HF may be induced by a variety of causes. Together with varying 
comorbidities that can be present, this leads to differences in timing and severity of 
pathophysiological between individual patients, which makes finding novel targets difficult. This 
is especially relevant in the case of Nur77 as a therapeutic target since the effects of Nur77 on 
cardiac remodeling outcome upon β-adrenergic overstimulation and chronic AngII stimulation 
are opposing. This complicates its targeting in the context of HF because both SNS and RAAS 
neurohormonal mechanisms become active upon declining heart function (Chapter 2).  

Based on the aforementioned challenges, it may be worthwhile considering Nur77 as a genetic 
disease marker, next to a therapeutic target. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have 
proven to be informative genetic markers for HF risk114,  inheritance115 and drug response116. 
Several SNPs in the human Nur77 gene have been found to associate with various diseases. 
In particular the SNPs rs2242107, rs1283155 and rs744691 are promising. In asthma patients, 
rs1283155 and rs744691 have been identified to associate with bronchial 
hyperresponsiveness.117 Blood glucose levels after oral glucose tolerance testing are 
associated with rs1283155 and there is a trend towards rs2242107.118 Furthermore, in the 
AtheroExpress dataset (Prof. Pasterkamp, UMCU), all three SNPs correlate with 
characteristics of late-stage atherosclerotic plaques including enhanced collagen, macrophage 
and smooth muscle content (unpublished data from our lab). Thus, these Nur77 SNPs reflect 
atherosclerotic plaques observed in LDLR-KO mice with myeloid-specific Nur77 deficiency.10 
Thus far there are no reports on the association of these or other Nur77 SNPs in HF. However, 
assessing the functional consequences of the aforementioned Nur77 SNPs on hypertrophy, 
Ca2+ homeostasis and electrophysiological characteristics in human induced pluripotent stem 
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cell (iPSC)-derived cardiomyocytes119,120 will reveal whether they hold potential as future 
markers for HF.  

Based on the results of our studies, we hypothesize that a loss-of-function Nur77 SNP could 
identify a patient who is more sensitive to the detrimental effects of sympathetic hyperactivity 
on cardiac function and hypertrophy due to elevated cardiomyocyte [Ca2+]i  and who has larger 
and less stable cardiac fibrotic scars., but who does not benefit from β-blocker therapy 
optimally due to enhanced NPY-NPY1R signaling.  

Concluding remarks 

The studies performed in this thesis contribute substantially to our understanding of the 
function of Nur77 in adverse cardiac remodeling and HF. The central theme of the thesis was 
the integration of Nur77 function in the different cell types of the heart, as well as 
neurohormonal cardiac regulation mechanisms, to provide a holistic view of Nur77 in cardiac 
function and disease. By doing so, novel functional aspects of Nur77 have been brought to 
light. Yet, questions are raised that provide new avenues for research. To answer these 
questions, the identification of Nur77 targets in cardiomyocytes and cardiac fibroblasts is 
essential. To achieve this, transcriptome profiling using RNA sequencing in hearts of the newly 
developed global Nur77-KO and the cardiomyocyte-specific Nur77-deficient mice will be 
instrumental. Furthermore, assessing genome-wide Nur77 DNA binding in cardiomyocytes 
using chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing will aid in determining which Nur77 function 
is mediated by its activity as a transcription factor. 
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